We present an experiment to sympathetically cool protons and antiprotons in a Penning trap by resonantly coupling the particles to laser cooled beryllium ions using a common endcap technique. Our analysis shows that preparation of (anti)protons at mK temperatures on timescales of tens of seconds is feasible. Successful implementation of the technique will have immediate and significant impact on high-precision comparisons of the fundamental properties of protons and antiprotons. This in turn will provide some of the most stringent tests of the fundamental symmetries of the Standard Model.
Introduction
Experiments that compare the basic properties of matter/antimatter counterparts with high precision provide stringent tests of charge-parity-time (CPT) invariance. As the fundamental symmetry of the Standard Model, any measured CPT-violation will provide a clear indication of new physics. Current experimental limits constrain CPT violating effects to a fractional precision of 0.5 × 10 −12 for leptons (1 , 2 ), 1.3 × 10 −18 for mesons (3 ) and 2.0 × 10 −10 for hydrogen and antihydrogen (4 , 5 ) . Our experiments target comparisons of the fundamental properties of protons (p) and antiprotons (p), chiefly by measuring charge-to-mass ratios (q/m) p,p and magnetic moments µ p,p in Penning traps. To determine the antiproton-to-proton charge-to-mass ratio we compare cyclotron frequencies ν c = (q · B 0 )/(2π · m) of negative hydrogen ions and antiprotons in the magnetic field B 0 of the Penning trap. Based on such measurements (q/m)p/(q/m) p was determined with an experimental uncertainty of 69 × 10 −12 (6 ) . Magnetic moment measurements, however, rely on the determination of ν c and the spin precession frequency ν L = (µ p,p /µ N ) · ν c , where µ N is the nuclear CONTACT Matthew Bohman. Email: matthew.bohman@mpi-hd.mpg.de magneton. The determination of ν L utilizes the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect (7 ) for non-destructive detection of the particle's spin eigenstate. This method has been applied successfully in measurements of the magnetic moments µ e − ,e + of the electron and the positron (1 ) , and later, in determinations of the g-factor of the bound electron (8 , 9 ) . However, the mass of the proton reduces the magnetic moment by a factor of 660, making the application of the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect much more difficult.
Within the physics program of our collaboration we have performed proton and antiproton magnetic moment measurements with fractional uncertainties on the parts per billion (10 ) and parts per million level (11 ) , respectively. These experiments are limited by the energy in the harmonic modes of the particle in the trap and considerably benefit from the development of experimental techniques that provide a fast and deterministic way to reduce the energy of the particle to E/k B < 100 mK. To overcome this inevitable experimental reality, we have developed a new experiment that will sympathetically cool protons and antiprotons by resonantly coupling the particles to laser-cooled beryllium ions with a common endcap technique, developing on an early idea by Heinzen and Wineland (12 ) .
In this manuscript we first provide a detailed discussion of the continuous SternGerlach effect in proton and antiproton magnetic moment measurements and the limitations we now face. We summarize results of our feasibility studies to apply sympathetic cooling to single particles by using a common endcap technique. Based on our analysis we anticipate preparation of protons/antiprotons at temperatures below 30 mK, with a timescale of tens of seconds. Finally, we describe the new apparatus we are currently commissioning in the context of an improved measurement of the proton magnetic moment.
Continuous Stern-Gerlach Effect
A Penning trap is formed by the superposition of a homogeneous magnetic field B = B 0ẑ and a static electric quadrupole potential. The motion of a charged particle in such a trap is composed of three independent harmonic modes with eigenfrequencies ν z along the magnetic field lines, as well as ν + , and ν − perpendicular to B. The mode energies
2 ) where h is the Planck constant, and n, k, l are the principal quantum numbers, are referred to as the modified cyclotron, axial, and magnetron modes. The corresponding frequencies are measured using an image current detection technique (7 , 13 , 14 ) and the cyclotron frequency is determined through the Brown-Gabrielse invariance theorem
In addition the spin of the particle splits the energy of the states by E ms = |E + (m s = +
However, while the frequency ν L must be determined in magnetic moment measurements, it is not accompanied by a detectable shift of charge, and cannot be directly measured by image current detection. Instead, we utilize the continuous Stern-Gerlach effect by superimposing a magnetic bottle, B(z) = B 0 + B 2 z 2 with strength B 2 to couple the total magnetic moment of the particle in the trap, µ tot to the axial frequency ν z . Here µ tot = µ + + µ − + µ p,p is the sum of the magnetic moments generated by the modified cyclotron and magnetron motion µ + and µ − , respectively, as well as the intrinsic magnetic moment of the particle µ p,p . The shift of the axial frequency in the magnetic bottle is a function At radial temperatures below 0.1 K we achieve a spin state identification fidelity close to 100 %. At present, we use particles with E + /k B < 0.6 K, prepared by resistively coupling to a detector at ≈ 2 K (Mainz) and ≈ 9.5 K (CERN).
of the principal quantum numbers n and l, along with the spin state m s and is given by:
The coupling introduced by the magnetic bottle enables the measurement of the spin transition rate as a function of an applied rf drive by providing a nondestructive determination of the particle's spin eigenstate. From a fit of the well understood resonance line (16 , 17 ) to the measured data, ν L can be extracted. However, compared to the electron, the mass of the proton reduces µ p,p and makes the application of this technique much more difficult. Therefore we superimpose a magnetic bottle with a strength of B 2 ≈ 300 000 T m 2 on our trap, which is about 2000 and 30 times larger than in (1 ) and (9 ), respectively. In this strong inhomogeneity a spin transition causes an axial frequency shift of about 200 mHz at ν z ≈ 650 kHz: the signal needed to determine ν L and thus the g-factor, g p,p , the magnetic moment µ p,p in units of the nuclear magneton µ N . Our group has managed to apply this method to observe proton (18 , 19 ) and antiproton (20 ) spin transitions by cooling the modified cyclotron mode of the particle to below E + /k B < 0.6 K (19 ) . Only at such low temperatures is the axial frequency ν z stable enough to observe the frequency shifts ∆ν z,SF (∆m s = 1), caused by a spin flip. Our observation that the axial frequency stability Ξ z (E + ) is a function of the cyclotron energy can be understood by considering transition rates in the cyclotron mode, which are driven by electric field noise with a power spectrum density e n (t), e n (t − τ ) (22 ) . In a given cyclotron quantum state n this noise induces transitions at a rate of where Λ is a parameter that defines a length scale of the electrical field and the scaling ∝ n arises from the harmonic oscillator transition matrix elements. Note that for typical experimental parameters such as in (10 ) as well as the experiment described in the following sections, a single cyclotron quantum jump in the magnetic bottle already induces an axial frequency shift of 70 mHz. Thus, depending on the experiment, in an alternating sequence of axial frequency measurements and spin transition drives, typically between 90 s and 180 s each, not more than two n-transitions can be accepted, as the information needed to determine the spin state becomes inseparable from the additional noise in the axial frequency.
Up to now we have used selective resistive cooling techniques to prepare particles below a threshold E + /k B < 1 K, by coupling to resonant cooling circuits at effective temperatures which are on the order of the physical temperature of our experiments. With our current experimental parameters, the time required to prepare a particle at a certain temperature is shown in Fig. 1(a) . Together with the spin state preparation described in (19 , 20 ) this procedure consumes about 50 % to 60 % of our total measurement time budget. As summarized in Tab. 1, sampling a full g-factor resonance requires about two months of continuous measurements, with at least one month entirely due to particle cooling and the ambiguous readout of the spin state due to thermally induced frequency fluctuations. The successful application of sympathetic cooling of protons and antiprotons to deterministically low temperatures by coupling the particles to laser-cooled ions will drastically reduce the cycle time of our experiments, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) . This will enable measurements at higher statistics and improved time resolution, as well as precision studies at lower statistical uncertainty, and time resolved measurements. For instance, sidereal variations of fundamental properties of the particle may be induced by parameters coupling to Lorentz-violating cosmic background fields (23 ) could be further constrained simply by increasing the number of data points in a given time window. Moreover, the reduced cyclotron energy E + creates a path toward resolving coherent spin-dynamics, reducing the widths of g-factor resonance lines and facilitating the application of phase sensitive detection techniques in direct measurements of the cyclotron frequency (24 ) . The latter will have impact on both, high-precision measurements of the proton and antiproton magnetic moments as well as comparisons of the proton-to-antiproton charge-to-mass ratio.
Sympathetic Cooling
To achieve lower particle temperatures, we can take advantage of the major successes in cold ion traps experiments over the past few decades. Doppler cooled ions, for example, at sub mK temperatures, are the foundation of successful trapped ion quantum information experiments (25 -27 ) . Likewise ions in rf traps (28 ) , and more recently Penning traps (29 ) , are routinely prepared in the ground state. Similarly, sympathetic cooling, in which a laser cooled ion couples via the Coulomb interaction to another ion without a suitable cooling transition, has been demonstrated for a variety of ions (30 -32 ) and implemented for modern metrology and spectroscopy experiments (33 ).
Our new experiment utilizes this existing technology and employs a novel cooling scheme first proposed in (12 ) in which a stack of two compensated, cylindrical Penning traps are coupled by a common endcap as shown in Figure 2(a) . In this scheme, a cloud of beryllium ions with axial temperatures near the Doppler limit of around 0.5 mK is brought into resonance with a single proton by tuning the trap potentials. Once on resonance, the particle thermalizes via image currents induced in the common endcap, and the axial temperature of the proton will be limited only by the coupling strength of the interaction compared to other sources of heating. Finally, the cyclotron energy can be reduced by applying an rf pulse to couple the axial energy to the cyclotron energy so that the resulting mode energy is given by frequency ratio
The following sections provide a theoretical basis for the exchange of energy between a single proton and Doppler cooled beryllium ions across a common Penning trap endcap. We discuss various sources of decoherence and show that a realistic experiment can be constructed so that the coupling strength of the cooling interactions are the dominant sources of energy exchange in the system. We also show the details of a new experiment that demonstrates these techniques in a measurement of the proton g-factor.
Common Endcap Coupling

Coupled Harmonic Oscillators
In the most basic implementation, sympathetic cooling can be achieved simply by storing a laser cooled ion in the same potential well as the particle to be sympathetically cooled with the resulting system being nothing more than two coupled quantum oscillators. However, this approach fails almost entirely when applied to negatively charged particles, such as the antiproton, due to the lack of Coulomb repulsion. Despite some early successes in coupling oscillators in different traps (34 , 35 ) , such an approach remains difficult and hard to translate to high precision experiments in Penning traps. As a result, we aim for a common endcap approach, in which an electrode shared by two traps mediates the Coulcomb exchange between the laser cooled ion and the particle of interest across a macroscopic distance and the traps themselves provide the necessary repulsive force.
To quantitatively describe this coupling it is useful now to switch to a circuit model with identical dynamics. A particle, or cloud of N i particles, with mass m i and charge q i in a Penning trap can be described by a resonant RLC circuit (13 , 36 ) with equivalent inductance L i , capacitance C i , and resistance R i
where d i is a parameter that depends on trap geometry (15 ) , and γ is the damping of the equivalent circuit. Following (12 ), the common endcap coupling can be represented simply by adding a capacitor, C T in parallel to the equivalent circuits of the two traps as shown in Figure 2 . The solutions to the Hamiltonian of this system (12 ) describe an oscillatory exchange of energy between the two ion-trap systems, just as in the direct Coulomb coupling scheme, and are given by:
where
Ci+CT . In the resonance case, i.e.ω =
the energy exchange is characterized by ω ex = 1 2 (ω + − ω − ), giving rise to an exchange time:
If we now considerω to be the shared axial frequency of two coupled ions or ion clouds, Equation (7) becomes
in which ω z is the axial frequency of the particles in both traps. In fact, more generally, the time constant
describes the general resonant coupling of two oscillators with shared frequency ω s , where α is a proportionality factor that determines the strength of the coupling and depends on the medium through which energy is exchanged.
We can now insert experimental parameters necessary to sympathetically cool a proton in this scheme. In a realistic proton g-factor experiment, ω z /2π is on the order of a few hundred kHz, determined by the potentials applied to the trap electrodes. In our planned proton g-factor experiment the central potential is approximately 1 V, with ω z ≈ 2π × 500 kHz. Meanwhile, in small but machinable, cylindrical traps, d i is typically a few mm, while m 2 and q 2 are set by the choice of ion species to laser cool. The lightest ion with a suitable cooling transition is beryllium, which conveniently is one of only a few species that can be cooled by a single laser. There is then a clear incentive to maximize the number of particles and to minimize the trap capacitance C T . In an experiment with a single trapped proton, a cloud of beryllium ions, and a symmetric trap design Equation (8) becomes
After designing and simulating a trap with minimal capacitance, we can achieve C T ≈ 5 pF and d = 4.6 mm with an additional capacitance of around 5 pF due to the wiring. Assuming the experiment is normally operated with 100 beryllium ions we obtain a coupling time of τ ex ≈ 55 s.
Sources of Heating
While a promising first step, this analysis is complicated by the fact that there are additional sources of heating that must interact with the proton on a time scale much slower than that of the coupling. Two critical sources are: noise to the biasing of the common endcap and off-resonant interactions with a detection system in the two traps. Following (37 ) , in which a similar coupling scheme connects two ions by a macroscopic wire, the interaction timescale of heating due to a resistor with Johnson noise P noise = k B T ∆ν, in a bandwidth ∆ν, is given by
In (37 ), this problem is solved by simply floating the coupling wire but this presents serious obstacles as the wire or electrode is then allowed to freely accumulate charge. Our solution, shown in Figure 2 (b), is to block the high frequency image currents with a resistor connected to the bias supply, while a capacitance to ground Figure 3 . The common endcap technique and detection system. A tuned resonator connected to the traps storing the proton and beryllium ions allows the detection of the axial frequencies while a switched capacitor, C D shifts the resonator to allow particle-ion interactions to dominate.
introduces a decoupling that reduces the effective resistance of the biasing network to R ef f = Re(Z R + Z C ) where Z R and Z C are the impedances of the resistor and capacitor, ultimately yields a coupling time constant of, τ p-bias ≈ 10 5 s for the proton and τ Be-bias ≈ 10 4 s for the beryllium ions.
A more serious problem comes from the necessity of measuring the axial frequencies of the two ion species to bring them into resonance in the two traps. Typically, this is achieved by connecting a tuned RLC circuit, acting as a thermal bath, in parallel to the trap as described in (13 , 14 , 36 ). This circuit can be shown to interact with the proton with a time constant given by:
where γ D is the damping of the equivalent circuit with R ef f = Re(Z), where Z is the impedance of the circuit. However, with no detuning, the resonant coupling τ D is on the order of 100 ms -completely overwhelming the coupling of the beryllium ions to the proton. As seen in Figure 3 , a switchable parallel capacitance shifts the resonance by ∼ 200 kHz, resulting in an off-resonant coupling time of τ D ≈ 10 6 s.
Expected Results
With these results, we can now consider the resulting temperatures of the common endcap system shown in Figure 4 . Extending the argument of (36 ), we can model the energy exchange in the system by considering the coupling of the laser, detector, and biasing network at temperatures T L , T d , and T bias , respectively, to the proton and beryllium ions with interaction times τ i−j , in which the indices i − j indicate the interaction of the ith component of the system with the jth component of the system. In the steady state, we find: Figure 4 . The detector circuit and biasing network are modelled as thermal baths at T D = 4 K that interact with the proton and beryllium ion cloud with characteristic time scales τ D−p ,τ D-Be , τ Bias-p , and τ Bias-Be , respectively. Similarly, the laser is modelled as a thermal bath at the Doppler limit T L ≈ 0.5 mK that interacts with the beryllium ions alone with a characteristic time scale τ L . Finally the common endcap interaction is given by τex so that we obtain effective steady state temperatures of the proton and the beryllium ion cloud Tp and T Be .
which produces an algebraic solution for T p and T Be . Using experimentally achievable values of τ Be-p ≈ 55 s, τ D-p ≈ 2 × 10 6 s, τ D−Be ≈ 2 × 10 5 s, and approximating
Γed , where Γ ed is the linewidth of the cooling transition γ/2π ≈ 19.4 MHz, we can find effective steady state temperatures for the proton and the beryllium ion cloud, T p , T Be given a detector temperature T D = 4 K and an effective 'laser' temperature near the Doppler limit T L ≈ 0.5 mK. Ultimately, these values produce effective axial temperatures around a few mK and, after coupling the axial mode to the cyclotron mode by applying an rf pulse at a sideband frequency, we find cyclotron temperatures of T c ≈ T z νc νz < 30 mK.
Experimental Realization
The experiment we have designed to realize this sympathetic cooling scheme is a heavily modified version of the double trap apparatus used in (10 ) . It consists of five, cylindrical, compensated Penning traps linearly connected in the bore of a 1.95 T, superconducting magnet as shown in Figure 5 . From left to right, these are the source trap (ST), analysis trap (AT), precision trap (PT), coupling trap (CT), and beryllium trap (BT). The AT and the PT together form the 'double trap' (10 ) in which the PT with high magnetic field homogeneity is used for high precision frequency measurements and the AT with a strong, superimposed magnetic bottle is used for spin state analysis. The new ST is used to prepare particles, while the BT stores laser cooled beryllium ions in a rotating wall potential and the CT is connected adjacently to implement the common endcap coupling. Finally, a small section to the right holds a beryllium target and optics for a pulsed Nd:YAG laser, forming an in situ ion production region. (10 ) and in the case of the CT and BT, the common endcap cooling technique. On the right side of the apparatus, fibres couple in a pulsed, frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser for ion loading and a frequency quadrupled diode laser at 313.13 nm for Doppler cooling (38 ) . Finally, a sixfold split electrode in the BT serves as a dual purpose as a rotating wall and a florescence collection system. See text for additional details.
During a g-factor measurement, beryllium atoms are first sputtered off the target and ionized by an axial electron beam. Once shuttled into the BT, a single laser along the magnetic field lines, red detuned from the 2S 1 2 → 2P 3 2 transition near 313 nm cools the ions and a sixfold split rotating wall electrode thermally couples the axial and radial modes of the ions. The split electrode serves an additional purpose by allowing florescence to be detected by silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) through small sapphire blocks. On the opposite side of the apparatus, the electron beam produces protons from a target and a single proton can be prepared using standard techniques (21 ) .
During the coupling, the proton and the beryllium ion are brought to the CT and BT, respectively, and are each coupled to an axial detector. The potentials are then tuned so that the axial frequencies match and the detector is switched off resonance. Once the proton-ion system thermalizes the cold axial mode can be coupled to the cyclotron mode, and the particle can be transported throughout the apparatus with minimal heating. In contrast to previous measurements, the spin state can be determined immediately with extremely high fidelity, given a cyclotron temperature of even 100 mK, reducing the time of the entire cooling cycle to around one minute.
Outlook
We have presented a novel experiment to perform a direct CPT test at improved precision with measurements on sympathetically cooled protons and antiprotons. To this end, the common endcap approach we have chosen to use for an upcoming proton g-factor measurement can be immediately applied to the antiproton. Meanwhile, a different approach pursued by a related group uses the techniques of quantum logic spectroscopy to perform an even more ambitious measurement of the proton g-factor with direct Coulomb coupling in a microfabricated Penning trap (39 ) . However, we anticipate that the development of the common endcap technique will have many additional applications in ion trap physics. For example, the measurement of heavier nuclear magnetic moments can be measured identically to the proton magnetic moment. Similarly, the coupling and cooling scheme shown here could be used with other systems such as molecular ions, highly charged ions (HCIs), or more complex antimatter systems. In fact, since the coupling time is inversely proportional to the charge of the coupled particle, HCI experiments would benefit dramatically and can perhaps even realize coherent exchanges. More generally, the techniques described here are an additional step toward the demonstration of interacting quantum systems through macroscopic classical intermediaries. In the near future, the measurement of the proton magnetic moment, followed soon after by a similar measurement of the magnetic moment of the antiproton, will provide more than an order of magnitude improvement on CPT constraints and the most precise direct CPT comparison of single baryons.
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